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Introduction
Since coming to power in 2009, the Awami League government in Bangladesh
led by Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina earmarked education as a priority sector to
fulfill its visions to transform the country into a knowledge based one. As a result,
Bangladesh has witnessed tremendous progress over the last six years or so in
all forms of education, in particular girls' education. The country has already
received several awards and recognition from various international and
national quarters for the successes in this regard. In this publication, we look at
what has been done for education over the last six years under the incumbent
government and the outcomes such initiatives has achieved.
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Given that the key to build up a nation
enlightened with the light of education
depends largely on the success rates in the
primary level, the government has attached
its utmost priority to bring in unprecedented
level of transformations in the sector. The
budgetary allocation was recorded at $4.7
billion for the 2015-16 fiscal year for the
advancement of education in Bangladesh.
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Glimpses of Landmark Advancement
Bangladesh has ensured almost 100 percent
enrollment at the primary level by reforming
National Education Policy-2010, developing
and expanding infrastructure, appointing
adequate number of teachers, providing free
books and bringing in managerial excellence
in primary education administration.
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At the same time, initiatives such as holding
examinations with creative questions and
hunting the best talent are contributing
towards expansion of quality education. The
higher education sector has also received
due attention. In the last five years, two
engineering colleges have been set up along
with nine new public universities.
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Development of Education in Last 6 years
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Free Text Book Distribution
The current government has
been distributing free textbooks
to all students from Class 1 to
Class 9 from 2009-10 sessions in
order to create opportunity of
education for all notwithstanding
their economic conditions and to
prevent the number of drop outs.
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Free textbooks are distributed
every year to 100% enrolled
students in primary schools
around the country. Utmost
care is being taken to ensure
that
these
textbooks
are
received by the students before
the commencement of each
school year. To date, 1.6 billion
free text books have been
distributed. For the first time ever,
since 2015 all visually impaired
children are getting Braille based
textbooks for free.
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Dropped-Out But Not Left Out
Due to the government’s vision to ensure education for all, in 2009, a number of special
programmes were adopted to ensure children, deprived of primary education, gain
access to basic education so that they too can participate in the national development.
For reaching out of school children, 3,261 education centers were set up which are
providing around 10 million children with the primary education. Under another joint
initiative of the government and UNICEF, titled “Basic Education for Urban Children”,
around 200,000 dropped out children were given education, while another 20,000
children were trained vocationally.
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Primary Education Success At a Glance Since 2009

DROP-OUT RATE HAS
COME DOWN TO19.4%
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IN SCHOOLS

126,000 TEACHERS
NEWLY RECRUITED
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72,555 SCHOOLS
MODERNISED
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Ensuring Access To All : Initiatives Towards Inclusive Education
The government has stepped out to merge the children with special needs into the mainstream as it is
committed to the transform entire young demography in to a skilled workforce. To that end, textbooks,
for the first time in 2015, were made using Braille printing facilities to give light for the visually impaired
children. Now fast track progresses are being made in the establishment of 61 schools for children with
different needs. Education rate of these children has reached higher than ever in the country. Even in the
conventional schools and colleges, students with disabilities are getting special facilities and a new
accommodating teaching method.
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Initiatives Taken for Ensuring Quality Primary Education
Male female teacher ratio stands at 36:64
School level education and local education plans initiated
Project formulated for developing skills in English
Beneficiaries of school feeding programme increased to 7.8
million from 4 million
Second Chance Education Programme educating 4,50000
children deprived of primary education.
Over 26,200 schools made public. Total number of schools
reached 106,858
Designing and distributing 58 types of teachers’ guides for
Classes 1 to 5
Recruitment of 82,725 teachers at primary schools
Corporal punishment abolished in schools
Primary and junior school completion exams held since 2009

Education Gets Digitized
To ensure effective use of information and communications technology (ICT) in education,
the government undertook a program named ICT in Education Master Plan (2012-2021),
supplemented by the Education Policy 2010 and the National ICT Policy 2012. The
master plan along with ICT Policy 2012 will facilitate in the comprehensive use of the ICT
in education and employment generation.
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Major Initiatives For Secondary And Higher Secondary Education
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Improving Technical Education
One technical education center in 488 sub-districts (Upazilas)
Poly-technical institutes in 23 districts
Technical institutes for women in 4 divisions
Engineering college planned for every division
68,843 technical students receiving monthly stipends
12 language training centers set up in different divisions
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Advancement of Higher Education
Total number of public universities stands at 37
Academic Innovation Fund providing funding for research works
Biggest e-library in Asia launched in Dhaka University
New law enacted to ensure quality of private universities
4 new engineering and technology universities established
Building up a countrywide network among university students and teachers
Higher education resource centres being set up at 121 sub-districts
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Conclusion
Bangladesh has, in the last few years, achieved tremendous
progress in ensuring education for all due to the assortment of
measures undertaken by the current government. The country is
now bracing itself for eradicating the curse of illiteracy forever.
If the government continues giving the emphasis it is currently
giving to the education sector, it is expected that Bangladesh
will maintain and upgrade its successes in achieving inclusive
education, not only in the primary and secondary levels, but
also in the higher education and technical education areas.
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